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ABSTRACT: Starting from Milani's theories, we will analyze some of his works, in order to read how his language
evolved towards the modern and to understand the methodological approach, so rich in implication for the
contemporary design. Milani's point of view about the adoption of new materials and of new construction
techniques bears a useful reflection on the deep relationships between type, structure and decorative expressiveness.
His masterpiece, L'Ossatura murale (Masonry anatomy), is considered by some researchers – often to underline
its anachronism – to be the last epilogue of the classical treatises. In it he presents the drawing, the measure,
the mental operations of disassembly and reassembly, as instruments of analysis and comprehension of the
logical immanent principles, valid for building design. We analyzed, in particular, those aspects of difficult relationship between the use of the traditional shapes and the adoption of the modern constructive technologies,
which will be typical for the “other Italian modernity”.

INSTRUCTIONS
In Milani we can find the attempt to return vitality to spatial schemes and to historical structure, inserting the
constructive sense of cement and iron. Between the last followers of a culture of a reasoned eclecticism, he
tries to connect the structural innovation with the formal tradition to which he was still bound. The attempt to
search in history the rules of a logic evolution of traditional shapes, of the measure and of the proportion of the
consolidated spaces, in the passage to new materials, he invests his theoretical work and that of a designer.
This attempt to write an architectural history tries to consider the deep ties between structural aspects, starting
from the tectonic tie between material and constructive teaching, as well as to include the relationship between the system of covering and the system of vertical structures and finally the shape aspects, like the decoration system, the proportional system, and the architectural order. This remains one of the most useful contributions of Milani to the architectural history. Also his work may explain the deep historical motivations of
differences between the modern roman and European structures. Thus one possibly could read more exact
the relationships with the traditional roman architecture, of work by many of the protagonists of the other Italian modernity, from Aschieri to Minnucci, from Libera to Ridolfi. The lesson of Milani is all in the method and in
the specific approach to composition, in which one cannot distinguish the limit between analysis and project:
history is the place of constant analysis, from which useful principles for contemporary composition may be extracted. A synthetic biography of the author is an indispensable introduction to understand the cultural background in which Milani worked and to place his personality in a proper way.
Giovanni Battista Milani was born in 1867 in Rome. There, in a time when roman architectural culture was on
the passage to modernity, he graduated the Royal school of Civil Engineering. He was a Calderini pupil, and
he took his place in the completion of the internal furniture of the Palace of Justice in Rome and in university
teaching, as chairholder of Technical Architecture. He was the author of many buildings for the roman upper
middle class, above all Hebraic. Because of the competition victory for the villino Campos and for a building
of the Istituto Romano Beni Stabili at the International Exposition of Roma and Torino in 1911 he became famous.
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Figure 1: Extract from “L’ossatura murale”. Tables with a classification of structures depending on the cover system and the vertical structural parts; (Milani, 1921, vol. I, tables 4 e 5)
In 1910 he planned and realized the church of San Lorenzo from Brindisi in Via Sicilia in Rome; he collaborated
with Giovannoni and others in the realization of many buildings for the head office of the university city of
Roma; in 1914 he won the competition for the new head office of the Cassa di Risparmio of Verona; in 1926 he
completed the bathing establishment “Roma” to the beach of Ostia; in 1932 he realized a building in the centre of Imola with cine-theatre, shops, offices and houses; in the same year he won the competition for the Psychiatric Hospital in Rieti. His works and his fortune are however tied to his didactic and research activity: Il sentimento dell'architettura latina e il san Giovanni in Firenze (Milani, 1918), L’ossatura murale (Milani, 1921), Le
forme architettoniche (Milani and Fasolo V., 1931- 1934), among all, denote the unceasing exam about construction.
In the vision of the “integral architect” (in accordance with the definition by Giovannoni) it isn't possible to distinguish between the history of the architecture and the architecture itself.
So, the reading of history is done to understand the present; better still, the interpretation of the present influences the study of the past. So Milani searches in the building’s history rules that could help the contemporary
designer not to lose the route, to disentangle themselves in the difficult task of giving answers to requests so different, such as those that the impelled modern was setting. Those requests, for the roman architects, implied
the extreme attempt of combining the contribution given by the new technologies, moving coherently with
the nature of materials and their organic use in the composition, with the formal heritage of the tradition,
which, as Giovannoni wrote, “never has to die” (Giovannoni, 1927).
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Figure 2: Bathing establishment “Roma”, Ostia. Digital models of the complex: main entrance pavilion (top);
the Rotunda (bottom); inner view of the domed restaurants and the dance hall on the Rotunda (left); view of
the vaulted porch and of the main room of the entrance pavilion (right)
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRUCTURE AND SHAPE IN MILANI’S THEORICAL CONCEPTION: THREE CASE STUDIES
The vaults and the use of reinforced concrete and metal
One of the most important works of Milani, though complex and extravagant, is the bathing establishment to
the beach of Ostia (1926), with a complex program of ballroom, restaurants, gymnasium, libraries and writing
rooms, as well as accommodation facilities for the beach. It is a programmatic work, in which we can find all
the themes that the architect was developing in his search. The final result leaves probably a perplexed impression, but the attitude that guided the conception remains rich in methodological implications. It is the result, perhaps clumsy, of a search that was still structuring its own principles, still swamped in a multiplicity of assumptions that were waiting to be submitted to a decantation to let emerge the essential thesis. The first
aspect of interest concerns the attempt done by Milani of recalling parts of classical antiquity in their coherent
transposition into a different material and technology, such as that of the ferroconcrete. This comprises, as if it
was its immanent content, in one constituent gesture of the choice of the material; the formal distillation in
which the building design could be coherent with the material’s characteristics as well as with the historical
heritage that determined them; the decoration, that comes directly from the typological datum.
In fact, Milani’s study about historical buildings is done first of all in view of
the application of the different kind of masonry anatomy, applied on the different buildings that form the
main themes of the modern architectonic composition with the chief task of establishing logical proportions
of the parts (Milani, 1921)
and, in second instance he states
The coordination that we wanted to establish of the constructive and static study of the architectonic organism in relationship with the parallel study of strictly structural forms, will be also of benefit to the architect,
and it will serve for directing him on the great way for a new and rational composition that answers to our
time; because it will lead him to use decorative forms not inspirited by caprice, but logically derived from
the selected organic structure (Milani, 1921).
In Ostia Milani takes again the roman thermal type as example. He understands deeply the structural, decorative, formal heritage, which he translates into the logic frames of ferroconcrete, in a way that they could work
according to their own structural vocation.
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Figure 3: type of tradition, of masonry (Milani, 1921, vol. I tables 24 and 26) (left), compared with the building
by Milani of a bone structure of reinforced concrete (Orsini, in prep.) (right)
Milani doesn’t think of new forms: he works on the double goal of keeping the shapes and still innovating the
structure. Giovannoni, in a critic of Milani’s work in the review Architettura e Arti Decorative of July 1927, underlines as the most important datum of this work that he has tried to bring again to the spatial scheme and
the structure of the roman thermal building, a direct life function, both organically and rationally. The concrete, that constituted the casting material in the roman wall and vault, is substituted by the modern concrete,
the ribs that embryonalment divided the mass and carried a principle of skeleton and canalization of the actions, are substituted, performing in this way all the constructive cycle, the real rib of ferroconcrete (Giovannoni, 1927).
To this character of typological and structural nature, is strictly tied that one of the decoration and of the formal result, not accidentally but immanent. Only the material aspect may establish the logic process of consubstantiality between structural type and form because it is considered the determinant element for the proportional and constructive conception approach. In fact Giovannoni writes that the external surface of the
ferroconcrete is leaved raw in order that all the architectural decoration results from the casting executed
carefully on precise shapes without plaster of stucco. And as happened in the roman thermal room, longitudinal or centralized, the same organism was in direct relationship with the structure and the planimetric and
volumetric scheme answered to the harmony of the spaces, but answered also to the rational constructive
disposition to put the resistances in contrast with the action of the coverings, now it happens in the bathing establishment in Ostia, that arrives to the spatial style of the roman tradition from the correspondence of the
constructive theme resolved with more perfect means but not of different order (Giovannoni, 1927).
In Milani’s constituent process, halfway between positivism and reasoned eclecticism, the material and constructive conception are the first choices, that condition the logical procedure of determination of the structural shapes. For this reason are established the voids in the arcade of the entrance, with the ribs of reinforced
concrete; the structures of support of the vaults are reduced to few big pillars, made of ferroconcrete, the system of the decoration confided to the architectonic order leaned on the model of the big roman spaces with
vaults, from the thermal tepidarium to Massenzio’s basilica.
More complex is the question about the Rotunda at the sea. It is necessary to recall the distinction that Milani
makes between the basilical polar system and the thermal polar system with a dome-shape covering: the distinction is made in the pier elements. In the thermal system, in fact, the pier systems gather themselves in few
elements well individualized on which the entire course of loads ends; in the basilical system the entire wall perimeter receives load from the coverings and there isn’t a hierarchization of support elements, as is possible to
see in fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The Rotunda by Milani (right) (original info graphic model by Orsini) compared to two traditional
domed buildings: the Baptistry of Pisa (left), basilical type, in accordance with the definition of Milani and
Church of Saint Vitale, thermal type, in accordance with the definition of Milani ; (Milani, 1921, vol. I, t. 25)
In the Rotunda the dome dominates the composition. It is realized in a metal structure with an internal covering in wood and an external one in plate of copper. The course of the loads of the main ribs are perfectly visible in plan as well as in the vertical plane. Milani took extreme care to build an intimately roman organism: the
systems of absorption of the loads reveal in fact substantial affinities with systems of the late roman age and
the Byzantines. Even when we may find affinities with similar Rotundas, from that of D’Aronco for the exposition
of Torino, to some architectural works by Wagner or Holbrich, and, if the thermal example of the tepidarium is
copied, for example in Pennsylvania Station of New York, the different approach of Milani to the composition
stays evident.
Decoration of classical matrix and structures in reinforced concrete or metal
The dome of the Rotunda of Ostia, as we have already told, presents an internal decoration with caissons, in
wood. To the main ribs of the decorative system corresponds the metallic structure of the constructive system
and to the horizontal parts correspond the system of secondary link. The use of caissons of the Pantheon
model, in result of a formal citation, reveals itself inserted into a theoretical context decidedly more wide.
Milani in fact classifies the structural shapes, into those that show in the decorative shapes the constructive
brought of the work, transported in reality or fictitious. In the first he includes all the shapes in which occur total
adherence between shape and structural substance: the Greece structures and the gothic are evident examples. In the second it is necessary to consider those forms that simulate in the aspect structural systems of
different operation: the roman orders with straight arch, shaped as the Greek architrave, are an extraordinary
example. In the third we consider shapes derived from the use of a particular material which see its realization
in a different material: an example is the use of the caissons, born for structures in wood, transported into the
vaults and in the roman domes.
The flowing of the shapes, in this process of migration from one constructive system to another, interests deeply
Milani, who looks for the internal logic of historical building. In his point of view, the insertion of the ribs in the
decorative system of the caissons, according to its own structural nature derived from elastic-wooden motifs,
is, thus, an operation of the same logic order, in a migration process of shapes from one motif to another. The
studies that Milani did with his students on the transposition of classicist shapes into ferroconcrete are interesting. Exemplary, and very famous, are the designs of Libera of a Pantheon and of a cross vault in reinforced
concrete (Nicoloso, 2004). In order to understand Milani's point of view, even if we can find similar concepts in
Piacentini’s thoughts, about the use of decorative forms of traditional structures with framework, it is necessary
to take into consideration his theory
about the borrowed classical order of ancient Rome. Point of theoretical reference for the use that Milani does
of the classical order is the roman and Latin world, according to the long Italian formal tradition, since the
Renaissance. Milani teaches the proportion of order, absolutely, in function of the Greek origin of its constituent parts, in its static-structural necessities and in the aspect of the technological necessity of protection of the
most valuable or delicate elements. All the Greek order has teaching proportions for its own constructing ratio.
In ancient Rome the Greek order suffered a double distorting. First of all in the sense of the total adherence of
structure and shape, in the use that the Romans do of the straight arch or of the false arch in function of the
architrave: though the shape remains the same, the substance is changed radically. We can notice a notable
variation of the intercolumniation and of the proportion in general. The use of the wooden architraves in the
Etruscan architecture is observed by Milani as extreme example of proportion of the intercolumniation. A second aspect, which leads to important consequences, is the decorative use of the order: in particular the way
in Rome the classical order figured against the wall. The Romans look at the order as the only element, linguistic intelligible, that is able to transmit the structural substance of the construction: in the basilica of Massenzio,
the order is placed to comment the pillars of the cross vaults.
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Figure 5: the structure of the dome over Milani’s Rotunda, compared with the studies about the structure of the
dome of Pantheon in 1893 by arch. Armannini. The solution is wrong, as we now know, but when Milani wrote
his theoretical works, Armannini’s findings figured as reference about the roman Pantheon.
The roman order against the wall, doesn’t bear anything, it has only a function of decoration and it is used also
in the internal spaces, where frieze and dripstone don’t have other reason to exist if not linguistic. Its relative
proportions, the proportions of the single elements of the order, from the base to the top, have reason to be in
such measures, just for reasons of imitation. It is necessary to put the absolute proportions in relationship with
the entire organism that they “comment”.
If, so, the architectonic order is sin in this prospective, we exceed the proportional formulary of the eclectic
mannerism; we can consider a decorative use, in structures in which the structure and typology are, in its logic,
Latin. All this according to the function of the material that gives shape to the structure. The classical order thus
may experience a resurrextion in modernity in the shapes which tradition has transmitted, but, as for the ancient Rome, the proportion must be adopted, in function of the different physical capacities of the materials
with which they are realized. In fact Milani writes that “today with the use of new materials, such as ferroconcrete, we can increase the intercolumniation without diminishing the strength. Our Latin tradition leads to a
non architectonical sincerity, that it is translated in the application to ferroconcrete of the shapes but not of
the classical dimensions. Obviously, the risk is that an eclectic pastiche occurs. The answer of modern Rome is
in the specific measure. In such a control, in an auto-discipline, all the limits of such a kind of setting, but also
all is greatness, becomes clear.”
In the psychiatric hospital of Rieti (Fig. 6), this search of adherence, in the contemporary simplification of the
typological and linguistic datum, is evident. In order to overcome the difficulties by the mortifications around
the project of the famous “Table of Horrors” during the second MIAR exhibition in 1931, Milani ends to accept
the reduction of a simplified classicism, according to the definition of Piacentini, but he introduced his original
vision.
The type is updated, in his rational simplification; the canonical division in base, elevation, unification and
completion, still remains, though reduced to few essential lines; the septum of the wall becomes a large respond and he searched the equilibrium between horizontality and verticality. Milani works yet in function of a
hierarchy of the parts and of the volumes, though only in their exterior manifestation: from the centre to the
corners, short pieces in height are put to scan the passages from the central body, to the wings, to accompany the returning of the corners. The modernity is the slim measure of the proportions of the responds that articulate the covering, in the reduction of decorative signs to few essential lines.
THE PROBLEM OF ARCHED STRUCTURES WITH AN INTERNAL REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAME
The last aspect that we will examine about Milani’s works, is probably the most complex and the most twisted.
In the base of the building of Imola, the architect builds a portico of arches, with an internal structure with
frames of ferroconcrete. The covering with arches is entrusted to big slab marble of notable thicknesses. The
arched part of the portico is divided in three pieces, on Brunelleschi model, and these pieces are not suspended from or connected to the frame structure. Given the thickness and the fact that the arch isn’t suspended, the thrusting action is rather reduced, since no load has to be carried from the superior walls of the
structure which are hold by the frame of reinforced concrete.
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Figure 6: original info graphic models of one pavilion of the Psichiatric Hospital in Rieti (Orsini, in prep.)
The fact that it is in three pieces is, in the logical process of stylistic conformation, accords with the attempt of
Brunelleschi to build an arch that would be a sort of curved architrave, in which the number of the constituent
parts where reduced to the essential, derived from the roman use of architraves in three pieces with false
arch.
Why such a solution, that is in the thrusting action conception of the recovering of the arches, very similar to
that one adopted by Minnucci in the Civiltà Italiana Building (designed for the Universal Exhibition which
should have been hosted in Rome in 1942), of which he was site engineer? Why complicate so much a solution that could be more simply in the abolition of the arch or in the simply use of slim slabs of recovering? We
can find the answer perhaps in the faith of those designers in the nature of the construction: the art of good
building is put as fundament of the entire approach of the design.
His effort is inclined to the search of the most possible adherence (the central question of the measure comes
back) between the structure and the shape. So he presents the reduction of the real elements, there is more
seriality in conception and there is the reduction of the resistant mass. The modernity is considered in the simplification of the lines of the decoration, evidently showing respect to the original plan. The covering isn’t really
denounced because it reveals a treatment in function of the tectonic manifestation of the base: the covering
communicates a functioning of the structure with domed arches. It isn’t so important that the structure is
shown in its truth, but that the architectonic manifestation moves in direction of the coherence, in knowledge
and in conception, between structure understood and structure built. The shape doesn’t precede, neither follows, simply for derivation: it is immanent to the structural substance because it is executed, in specific spatial
shapes and in a certain use of the materials, according to the constructive training, in a built ambient. Constructive ambient that “is for the architect what nature is for the artist” (Milani, 1921).
CONCLUSION
Milani proves that in the Roman School, the pre-modern one, there was a strong intellectual tension towards
the definition of suitable media so that the nineteenth century’ tradition demands could be consistently inserted in the modern search without rifts or drops.
The evolution is the natural field of this search, which in the name of a firm belief in the Classical conveyance,
shuned from being easily fired and from those formal short-lived trends.
Milani attempted to give back a meaning to the traditional structures and types through both the deep comprehension of their technical and structural conveyance, in which to insert consistently the new materials and
technologies, and through the meditation on the structural truth; these attempts remain crucial contributions
to the architectural debate of the other Italian Modernity.
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These attempts tie two fundamental concepts: the “complex” continuity search of the classical shapes in the
Mediterranean masonry culture, because of the relation between their construction and the wooden-elastic
frame’ structure; the will of searching a coherent synthesis between the typology-structural conveyance and
the historical-formal data, meeting them in a single planning action starting from the interpretation of the logical construction processes in history.

Figure 7: multi purpose centre in Imola, illustrating the specific relationship between the stone cladding, with
the arch in three pieces, and the frame in reinforced concrete.
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